We’LL Make You Famous
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What is the Famous WoLf CLub?
The Famous Wolf Club (FWC) is a new PFP, engagement and community focused project
built on the Cardano network. We are releasing 6666 unique generated wolves with 20 fun
wolf breeds and over 260 traits and options to give you a truly unique wolf to be proud of.
There will be some Famous Wolf specials too, but most of the traits on the unique NFTs will
be found amongst other of our handsome wolves.
They are born into the world with nothing more than the most basic necessities – and some
with recognition of fame. But with the right kind of hard work and a bit of luck, your wolf
will become famous too.

So why are they famous?
Fame comes with hard work and perseverance. The Famous Wolf Club wolves
are not only awesome looking collector edition NFTs, they also form the
Genesis tokens of the entire Famous Wolf Club ecosystem. Not only could
your young wolves become famous (more on this later), but also, our partners
that we will form outside of the FWC world.

Welcome to FWC Genesis
When you acquire a Famous Wolf Club NFT, you become a Genesis token holder. The
Genesis token is the first key that provides your Famous Wolf the ability to participate in the
royalties that are generated throughout the entire Famous Wolf Club ecosystem.

Big Picture
The Famous Wolf Club is looking to build and grow an online ecosystem for the digital
entertainment market. Imagine being able to market your portfolio and services through
one place where the main mantra is:

Roadmap

PREMINT – We welcome all new members to the Wolf Pack – This is our building and
marketing stage. We are here right now, whilst we work hard to get the Famous Wolf Club
message out.
Q2 2022 - Famous Wolf Club NFTs are minted on the Cardano blockchain. The Wolves are
ready and welcomed to the world! This will be closely followed by competitions and prizes
to get your hands on Wolves from the reservation park.
Q3-Q4 2022 - Your Wolf gets a name for itself! This becomes the first part of the Famous
Wolf development program.
Q4 2022 - Limited edition special wolf pack companions for our Famous Wolf Club holders.
Make sure you keep a couple of wolves around...they do like to stay in packs after all.
Q1/Q2 2023 – Second part of the Famous Wolf development program launches. Get your
wolves to perform at unique events and games, and start to earn their Fame!
Q2/Q3 2023 – Famous Wolf Club launches our partnership programs in the digital space. It’s
time to make our partners famous too. The royalty program officially launches.
2023 and Beyond – Partnerships and Merchandise. Taking the wolves beyond the Wolf Park
with our partnerships. Why not wear what the Famous Wolf Club wolves wear. Show the
world what the FWC is made of!

Famous WoLves
Only a few wolves are born Famous. These are the Famous Wolves. Below are “three” of
our famous wolves that have been revealed to the Famous Wolf Club members at the time
of this Whitepaper. There are a total of 27 Famous Wolves that will form part of the
Famous Wolf Club. Please note that any real life resemblances are purely for fictional
purposes and are not directly endorsed by any real world hoomans.

The Famous WoLf Club WoLves
1. Every wolf is born with a Talent and Fame.
2. The Talent will be randomly allocated during the mint. You never know
what you’re going get!
3. The Fame score is calculated based on all the traits that your wolf have.
This is your Wolf’s starting Fame score.
4. Famous Wolves are born not only with Talent and Fame, but also a
Career according to their life achievements.
5. The Famous Wolves were just naturally lucky, but your wolf too can
become Famous with the right amount of time and dedication.

FWC 6666 WOLVES

The path to getting a Famous Wolf is all about the FAME POINTS.
Each stage gets you closer to the final goal!
Stage 1

Stage 2

Stage 3

Name your Wolf.
Give your Wolf
the coolest
name

Your Wolf
Gets a
Career

Final Level
Achieved
Your wolf is now
FAMOUS!

LET ME Fomo ALready!
Hold your wolves!
Minting link here:

https://famouswolf.secretgoats.io/

Mint Times
VIP WHITELIST

InfLuencer

Public

24th June 2022
11:00PM UTC

25th June 2022
11:00PM UTC

+3 Hours Later

65 ADA

70 ADA

80 ADA

Thank you
Much more to come….
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